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We demonstrate magnetization switching in out-of-plane magnetized Ta\CoFeB\MgO nanowires by current 
pulse injection along the nanowires, both with and without a constant and uniform magnetic field collinear to 
the current direction. We deduce that an effective torque arising from spin-orbit effects in the multilayer drives 
the switching mechanism. While the generation of a component of the magnetization along the current 
direction is crucial for the switching to occur, we observe that even without a longitudinal field thermally 
generated magnetization fluctuations can lead to switching. Analysis using a generalized Néel-Brown model 
enables key parameters of the thermally induced spin-orbit torques-driven switching process to be estimated, 
such as the attempt frequency and the effective energy barrier.  
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Nowadays a large effort is focused on the investigation of promising magnetic materials systems in order to 
find good candidates for future logic circuits and memory devices. A continuous and growing interest in spin-
orbit torque (SOT)-driven magnetization dynamics results from the possibility of using this torque in 
prospective spintronic devices based on ultra-fast current-induced domain wall motion

1
 or fast current-induced 

magnetization switching
2
. The origin of these torques in perpendicularly magnetized multilayers with structural 

inversion asymmetry (SIA) such as Pt\Co\AlOx
3-7

 or Ta\CoFe\MgO
8
 seems to be spin-orbit effects generated 

when an electric current is injected through them. One of the two proposed underlying mechanisms is the 
Rashba effect

4-6,9,10
, which generates an in-plane effective magnetic field perpendicular to both the current-

flow and the out-of-plane axis. The second proposed mechanism is the spin Hall effect (SHE)
8,11-14

, which 
generates a pure spin-current that diffuses across the heavy metal-ferromagnet interface. Such a spin-current 
has an in-plane spin polarization, which is able to exert a torque on the magnetic texture present in the 
ferromagnetic layer. However, the debate about the detailed origin of the torques in the different materials 
stacks is still open. Systems made of Ta\CoFeB\MgO are of particular interest as such a trilayer is already 
used as a bottom electrode in existing spintronic devices based on CoFeB\MgO\CoFeB magnetic tunnel 
junctions (MTJs)

15
. The main issue with such devices is the possible damage of the MTJ due to the injection 

of current across the tunnel barrier, in order to obtain spin-transfer torque (STT)-driven magnetization 
switching

16
. However, this risk could be mitigated using a three terminal device where switching is driven by 

SOTs produced by current flowing in plane
17

. In this case only a small read-out current would flow through the 
tunnel junction - reducing the risk of structural damage to the insulating barrier from high voltages and 
currents, and making it possible to scale down the cross-section of the MTJs.  

Even if the switching of structures using SOTs has been investigated previously
6,7,8,11

, it was only achieved 
when an additional longitudinal magnetic field was applied, which is cumbersome for real applications. 
Additionally, the current is expected to generate Joule heating, so thermal effects, which have not yet been 
investigated in detail, can be expected to play a role in the SOT-driven magnetization switching.  

In this letter, we demonstrate magnetization switching of out-of-plane magnetized Ta\CoFeB\MgO nanowires 
by current pulse injection along the nanowires. Switching is obtained both with and without a constant and 
uniform external in-plane magnetic field collinear to the current direction. Current pulses of different time-
length and of different polarity are used to obtain switching of the magnetization of the nanowires. The effects 
of thermal fluctuations in the switching process are analyzed based on a generalized Néel-Brown model and 
this allows key parameters, such as the attempt frequency and the energy barrier for the switching process, to 
be determined. 

Our samples consist of a Ta(5nm)\Co20Fe60B20(1nm)\MgO(2nm)\Ta(5nm)-multilayer deposited on a thermally 
oxidized Si-wafer. All the layers are deposited by sputtering technique (using a  Singulus TIMARIS/ROTARIS 
tool), followed by annealing at 300 

o
C for 2 hours in order to obtain a large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. 

The samples are then patterned into an array of 20 nanowires in a parallel configuration (see Fig. 1) by 
electron-beam lithography and argon-ion milling. Each nanowire is 1 µm wide and 8 µm long. At both ends of 
the nanowires there are two magnetic pads, directly connected to two gold pads made in a second optical 
lithography step. The electrical resistivity of the devices is around 160 nΩm. As illustrated in Fig. 1, during the 
measurements the device is electrically connected in series to a pulse generator on one side, and to an 
oscilloscope on the other. A voltage pulse is applied to the sample and the pulse waveform is measured by 
the oscilloscope across its 50 Ω-internal resistance (R0). The current flowing through the system is obtained 
by the measured voltage (Vo) across R0. Considering that of the Ta-capping layer only about 3 nm are still 
conducting due to surface oxidation, we estimate the current density as follows: for 1 V dropping across R0 
(corresponding to a total current of 20 mA) we have a current density of 1.1x10

11
 A/m

2
 flowing through the 

nanowires of our system. The magnetization state of the nanowires is imaged by differential polar Kerr 
microscopy. The microscope is also equipped with an in-plane coil for the generation of an external in-plane 
magnetic field. During our experiment carried out at T=300 K, we first saturate the magnetic nanowires in the 
up (+z)- or down (-z)-magnetization state in an external field, then we apply a constant and uniform in-plane 
magnetic field た0Hx along the nanowires. After the injection of a current pulse through the device, the 
magnetization of the nanowires is switched for appropriately chosen field and current density

7,8
. Each 

magnetization switching event is observed directly using a Kerr microscope, after the current pulse injection 
(Figs. 1(b), and 1(c)). 

In Fig. 2 we show the magnetization switching for 100 ns (closed symbols)- and 100 ms (open symbols)-long 
current pulses, when a constant and uniform external magnetic field た0Hx is applied along the nanowire 
direction. For both the 100 ns- and 100 ms-long pulses we determine the minimum current amplitude needed 
to obtain magnetization switching in combination with a fixed external magnetic field value (see Fig. 2(a)). The 
magnetization switching condition is defined as switching in at least half of the total number of pre-saturated 
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nanowires. In Fig. 2(a) we can see that there is a clear link between the current needed for the switching to 
occur and the applied in plane field. The lower the in-plane field, the larger is the necessary amplitude of the 
current pulse. This is qualitatively in agreement with the model of the spin-orbit effective field reported by 
Emori et al.

8
, where 殺聴張帳 噺 ∈肯聴張帳】倹勅】【岫に航待】結】警鎚建捗岻岫仕赴 抜 岫子賦 抜 尊蚕赴岻岻 , and しSHE is the spin Hall angle, je the 

electron-current density, Ms the saturation magnetization of the ferromagnetic material and tf  the thickness of 
the ferromagnetic layer. The effective spin-orbit field is also a function of the sign of the current, so that it can 
work with the external field (leading to a switching event) or against it (keeping the magnetization state in the 
initial one).  

Next, we compare the results obtained for the two different pulse lengths. First of all we find that the amplitude 
of the short current pulses required for switching is about 3 times larger than is the case for long pulses, for a 
fixed value of Hx. Furthermore, we find also that for the long pulses we observe a saturation of the current 
needed for switching for values of た0Hx lower than 50 mT (see guide lines in Fig. 2 (a)). These observations 
clearly point to thermal effects playing a crucial role. Our interpretation is that for large enough current 
amplitudes, the thermal fluctuations of M start to generate an in-plane component of M, which becomes 
comparable to that generated by an external field. When a large enough Mx component is eventually thermally 
generated in the correct direction, a spin-orbit effective field acts on it yielding a magnetization switching in 
part of the nanowire and then a complete switching by fast domain wall motion

7
. During the injection of long 

pulses there is much more time for the thermally induced switching to occur than in the case of the short 
pulses, increasing the switching probability and thus reducing the necessary in-plane current. This explains 
why, even at large pulse amplitudes, we do not observe this saturation effect for short pulses. It follows that, 
for sufficiently high current density, we might expect thermal fluctuations to become large enough to trigger 
the switch of the magnetization even without any applied in-plane field, and we investigate this in the last part 
of this letter. Fig. 2(b) shows the stable magnetization configurations as a function of current sign and field 
orientation. We can see that for both Ip and Hx positive or negative the stable magnetization configuration is 
M+ (up), while for Ip and Hx of opposite sign the stable magnetization state is M- (down). This result confirms 
the fact that the switching effect is strictly linked to the spin-current generated in the heavy metal when an 
electric current is injected in plane through the stack

7,8,17,18
. This is also in agreement with the observation in 

systems made of Ta\CoFe\MgO
8
, confirming that the sign of しSHE in Ta is negative

17
.  

To test our interpretation of thermally activated switching, we measure the length 〉tpulse of the current pulse 
needed to switch the magnetization in our system, using a fixed current density of 7x10

11
 A/m

2
 (see Fig. 3). 

These measurements are done on a second sample, made of the very same materials stack and with the 
same dimensions reported above.

 
The experiment is carried out with different values of the external magnetic 

field, measuring the minimum 〉tpulse needed for a 10%, 30% and 50% (effectively 49% for the zero field case, 
due to the fact that 50% is the asymptotic limit in that case) probability of switching. The switching probability 
is proportional to the total switched area in the observed NWs. This means that if all the NWs are completely 
switched, a 100% switching event is observed. Fig. 3 shows that there is an exponential dependence of the 
〉tpulse on the external magnetic field µЅHx, for all the three different switching probabilities here reported. The 

lower the applied in-plane field, the longer is the current pulse needed for switching. For µЅHx=0 mT we 
observe a 10%, 30% or >49% magnetization switching starting from a pulse length of 17 ns, 18 ns or 23 ns 
respectively. To obtain the key parameters for the thermally activated switching, we fit our experimental data 
with a generalized Néel-Brown model

19
. This model describes the role of the thermal fluctuations in 

magnetization switching processes, in the presence of a spin-transfer torque. In our experiment we have a 
similar situation, with an electric current flowing in the system and a spin-current pumped in the magnetic 
layer due to the SHE, resulting in a non-equilibrium condition. The equation that describes our experiment is 
the following

19
: 

ッ建椎通鎮鎚勅 噺 伐   岫な 伐 鶏岻血待貸怠    峭 継待茅倦喋劇 磐な 伐 茎佃茎鎚栂待 卑怠┻泰嶌 

where P is the switching probability, f盾 is the attempt frequency, E拭Ѕ=EЅ(1-gI) (I is the current flowing in the 

system, g is a coefficient) is the effective energy barrier at the given current, づ盾H°sw is the switching field at 0 
K, and づ盾Hz is the effective field along the easy axis. In our case the field along the z-direction is the spin-orbit 

field 茎佃 噺 ∈提縄那曇】珍賑】態禎轍】勅】暢濡痛肉兼掴 噺 ∈提縄那曇】珍賑】態禎轍】勅】暢濡痛肉 張猫張猫濡尼禰 , where た盾Hx
sat

 is the longitudinal field needed for aligning all the 

magnetization in the x-direction (≈ 400 mT in our system). As can be seen in Fig. 3, the model (solid lines) fits 
the data well for a value of the effective energy barrier E拭Ѕ ≈ 90 meV. The extracted average attempt frequency 
is: f盾 ≈ 1.4 GHz. We also carried out the same experiment with the sample used for the measurements 
reported in Fig. 2 for 50% switching probability, and we observe a similar value for the effective energy barrier 
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(~88 meV). The value reported above for E拭Ѕ is a lower boundary of the actual energy barrier E0, due to the fact 
that the electric current and the spin-current flowing in the magnetic layer reduce its effective value, due 
mainly to the increase in temperature generated in the system. From measurements of the sample resistance 
as a function of the temperature and of the current density during current injection

20
, we deduce that the 

actual temperature in the nanowires during the pulse injection for the experiment described above is well 
below the expected Curie temperature of our magnetic material

21
, that is ~1030 K (for annealed Co20Fe60B20) 

as reported by M. Yamanouchi et al.
22

. 

The fitting curves have an off-set of 10 ns which is the sum of two potential contributions. One contribution is 
from the shape of the pulses we are able to apply with our set-up. For this specific experiment, we have a 
rise- and a fall-time of about 2 ns each. This means that the current density is actually at its maximum value 
for at least 4 ns less than the nominal duration of the pulse. Secondly, we assume a 100% switching in each 
NW when the magnetization is reversed throughout its length. For a switching mechanism based on domain 
nucleation followed by domain wall motion

7
, part of the minimum time obtained from the fitting curve could 

also be due to the fact that the domain walls need some time to move to the end of the nanowires. The 
calculated domain wall speed is in the order of hundreds of m/s, which is in line with the velocities measured 
for similar materials stacks

3-5
. 

Finally, we note that this thermally activated switching is not unidirectional, since in the absence of the 
magnetic field the spin-orbit torque would destabilize the magnetization configuration every time a current 
pulse is injected in the system. This means we can obtain switching in both directions using the same current 
pulse polarity. For applications it implies that one would need to read after writing to check that the writing 
process actually occurred. 

In summary, we have demonstrated SOT-driven magnetization switching in nanowires made of 
Ta\CoFeB\MgO. The switching was observed to depend on the pulse length for 100 ns- and 100 ms-long 
current pulses in the current density range of 10

11
 A/m

2 
due to thermal effects. Pure current-induced 

magnetization switching in absence of external magnetic field applied was obtained for 23 ns-long pulses at 
7x10

11
 A/m

2
, with a 50% probability. Our experimental data are reproduced by employing the generalized 

Néel-Brown model, enabling the attempt frequency and the effective energy barrier to be extracted. While this 
approach allows us to switch magnetization even without any field, it requires a subsequent read-out to 
confirm switching for the use in devices.  
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the experimental set-up for current pulse injection, including an SEM micrograph of 
the Ta\CoFeB\MgO nanowires. The inset shows the shape of one of the voltage pulses applied to the device, 
measured with the oscilloscope (across the 50 Ω internal resistance). (b) Differential Kerr microscopy image 
of the initialized nanowires with the magnetization pointing down (-z) everywhere. (c) Differential Kerr 
microscopy image of the same nanowires in (b), after their magnetization has been switched up (+z) by a 
current pulse in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field collinear with the current-flow. 

 

Fig. 2 (a) Minimum current density (J) needed to switch the magnetization in at least half of the nanowires (10 
of 20) for a fixed longitudinal in-plane magnetic field (ȝ0Hx). The closed (open) symbols show the switching 
events due to 100 ns- (100 ms-) long current pulses. The squares (triangles) show the Down  Up (Up  
Down) switching events. The lines are a guide to the eye, highlighting the saturation of the required switching 
current density at low magnetic fields in the case of long pulses. (b) Stable magnetization states for the four 
different field-current combinations: M+ (+z-direction), M- (-z-direction). 

  

Fig. 3 Minimum length of the current pulse needed in order to switch the magnetization in the nanowires of 
the sample with a probability of 10% (blue dots), 30% (green diamonds) and 50% (red stars), as function of 
the longitudinal magnetic field. The pulse current density is 7x10

11
 A/m

2
. The error bar corresponds to 0.25 ns, 

which is the difference between two consecutive pulse lengths used during the measurements. The fitting 
curves are based on the generalized Néel-Brown model for thermally-assisted magnetization switching. 
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